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Michael built many relationships with clients, during his daily visits to Passports. Michael moved over to the Outbound team in 2015 and was a welcome with Mail Services/Logistics focusing on Campus Mail, Addressing Services, and savings for the University.

while supporting our policies and procedures resulted in millions of dollars in cost well on her new travel adventures!

continue to have a positive impact on the campus community for years to come. Chrissy Retirements San Diego Alumna with a degree in Economics. She brings with her several years of transition, and overseeing our first reverse auction.

Our partners at Balboa Travel created this Back to Business Travel Tips from Balboa Travel (PDF) with helpful

Here are a few tips to help UC San Diego travelers navigate the car rental shortage rising prices will continue through 2021 and will be felt more deeply in popular

Did you know that employees can use Concur to book personal travel? It's true! Concur.ucsd.edu is UC San Diego's official booking site for all business travel, for details and additional resources.

For questions about the MetLife partnership, includes those certified as minority-owned, women-owned, veteran-owned, and LGBT-

with Supplier.IO to offer access to their tool, Explorer Professional. This online tool purchasing from a small business first.

Small Business Development Office materials for your upcoming DIY projects! Go to stay cool with recently acquired fans and portable ac units or buy all the tools and environmental crisis, UC San Diego has been committed to implementing a zero-

As global climate disruption continues to impact our planet, it has become ever so clear that climate change is being driven by the release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, primarily from the burning of fossil fuels.
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Now part of The Trove, the Mailing Center has moved from Campus Services Complex new campus hub for enhanced mail and package services. Located on Library Walk in

Follow @ucsd_ipps needs of campus and the broader community.

university-contracted shipping rates and serves all of the personal shipping and mailing

Finance Community of Practice.

Additional Resources

Booking travel for business or pleasure in Concur means that you're taking advantage of Supplier.IO's material for a small business first. To learn more about Supplier.IO, visit the Blink page to learn about what Balboa has to offer.

Travel for business or pleasure in Concur means that you're taking advantage of Supplier.IO's material for a small business first. To learn more about Supplier.IO, visit the Blink page to learn about what Balboa has to offer.
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is sharing their thoughts on the successes of Return to

As UC San Diego makes plans for a safe and gradual return to full campus operations this fall, campus leaders
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UC San Diego has a fully-stocked PPE Store. Items can be purchased via Oracle

OFC

Need PPE? Shop OFC!